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Except for male privilege, tactics are not listed in order of use or power.

Battering = the purposeful use of a system of multiple, continuous tactics to maintain power and control over
another. This intentional violence results from, and is supported by an unnatural, misogynistic, sexist societal and
cultural belief systems. Battering is a crime against individuals, families, and communities.
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Choosing Our Words and Understanding Our Roles
Words are powerful. Words describe our understanding of the world, our relationships and our work.
Advocates work for social change to end violence against women in addition to responding to the overwhelming needs of individual women who have been battered /raped. The words we choose to describe our
work is important. A clear understanding of the cause and dynamics of violence against women is necessary to
create change to end that violence and to provide respectful, effective advocacy to women and their children.
How does our language, our words reflect our understanding of our work as advocates? Consider some of the
d e c mm nl
e. M ad ca e ch e he
d
man in efe ence
h e he
k iha
ed
clien
e en ic im. U ing he
d
man
in
he eali ha ba e ing and a e a e
highl gende ed c ime . U ing he
d
man hel
c nnec a e al and ee each he a h le
indi id al . Man e le a e ed ca ed
e clien ; ce ain j b ma e en require use of that label. But that
language can objectify, separates us and deny our relationship to each other on a fundamental level. Making
relationships with each other is key to ending violence.
Many years before the 1994 Violence Against Women Ac ,
g am
e a ed
f men h me , ch ch
basements etc. and lunch sales were a major source of funding. At that time, saying you were an advocate
usually meant you had been battered/raped. Our expertise came from personal experience. We often referred to
each other as sisters, alked ab
he ice f men and g a
, men leade hi . The c en
national attention to violence against women and funding has been a blessing in many ways. However, there is a
d n ide. F e am le, i bec me commonplace to go to conferences about ending violence against women,
and a el hea he
d
man
ed. Tha make i diffic l
f c
n he
ca e f i lence again
men and
eclaim he a
f men in cie . I n acciden hat there is less and less talk about proactive social change and the expertise and leadership of women who have been battered/raped.
I al c mm n hea e le alk ab
i len h me and i len ela i n hi . I ma eem like
splitting hair
me, b h me a en i len and nei he a e ela i n hi . Pe le a e i len . When i
comes to battering, one person in particular is violent he ba e e . The ba e e change begin i h hi
n
accountability for his choices and behaviors. Naming the home or relationship as the focus of the violence
equalizes the violence, implying everyone has an equal role in the violence and denies accountability. Denying
accountability ends the possibility for change.
Te m like d me ic i lence, ab e and ba e ing, a e f e en l
ed in e changeabl b ad ca e , la
enforcement, child protection workers and others. However, the meaning of these words can vary greatly
de ending
n he eake
le. The diffe ence in meaning can lead to miscommunication, unnecessary
frustration and discord. More to the point, not being clear can create inappropriate and dangerous responses.
Many years ago a new advocate requested statistics from the local police department on domestic violence
calls. The number given seemed staggering for the small community until she figured out that law enforcement
didn ac all ha e a ca eg
f a i ic
ecificall f
d me ic i lence.
The a i ic he a gi en a f
d me ic call defined a any call to a private residence. Huge difference.
There was no clear picture of rates of domestic violence or police response. This huge category, containing
everything from complaints about dogs, loud parties, property disputes to violence between any people within
he h me, made he e m d me ic ba icall meaningle . I mean d me ic i lence a n
i i i ed
over non-violent calls and responses were often negative. It raised questions about policy, protocol and training.
Thi a a eachable m men f e e ne in l ed. Thi inciden became a e
a d nde anding each
he
le and c mm n g nd f an effec i e
king ela i n hi and e n e.

The e m d me ic i lence lend i elf c nf i n. Child
ec i n
ke
ill often define domestic
violence as involving child abuse and neglect, elder abuse, abuse between siblings or other relatives, and
ba e ing in ima e a ne i lence. Tha l gical gi en hei le
king i h all famil membe incl ding
the fathe /h band and hei g al f e ni ing familie . An ad ca e defini i n i
all
ecific ba e ing
as a gender-based, ongoing system of tactics aimed at power and control over an intimate partner. The
ad ca e g al i afe
f he man and he children in every aspect of their lives.
Advocates are aware that (and do respond to) men battered by women. Men who are battered comprise
approximately 3- 6% of those battered. Sometimes distinctions are not made between battering, self-defense,
retaliation, isolated incidents of violence and abusive behavior. That results in inaccurate statistics that make it
look like women batter at the same rates as men. It also results in inappropriate, revictimizing responses. A
prime example is women who are battered being arrested and convicted for domestic violence when they
actually were defending themselves, because no one looked at the whole picture and history. As a consequence,
women will not come forward for fear of arrest or losing their children, and batterers continue their violence.
It would be ideal if advocates, police officers, judges, social and child protection workers and lawyers would
e he ame lang age, in he ame a . Tha n g ing ha en. Each
fe i n ha i
n le,
respon ibili ie and c l e. Office
ill e ic im and
ec ; la e
ill e clien , defendan
and e nden ; child
ec i n
ke
ill e clien e c. E e ne ill e he
d d me ic
i lence, ab e and i lence diffe en l . The in i
ha e c n e a i n ab
each he
le ,
expertise and challenges and how they use these key words. The goal is to use this opportunity as a teachable
moment and make working relationships based upon mutual understanding and the shared goal of making
women and their children safe.
The following mini-gl a i ffe ed a a a ing lace. The e defini i n a e f m he ad ca e
perspective. Law enforcement, the legal system, human services will have different definitions. The goal is not
ch e he igh defini i n. The g al i
nde and each he and he im ac he diffe en defini i n
has on our work and on the lives of women who are battered and their children.
ABUSE cc
hen ne e n beha i
d a e intentionally aimed at hurting another. Abuse is
painful, but does not necessarily stop someone from doing what s/he wants to do. A combination of abusive
behaviors can turn the abuse to violence if those behaviors stop someone from having control over their body or
life. Abuse is not the ame a n ha ing
a , not doing what someone wants you to do or making
decisions about things you are responsible for without others' approval. Intervention by human services, maybe
law enforcement and counseling may be appropriate responses. Note: There are important differences between
disrespect, inappropriate behavior and abuse. Making those distinctions can lead to a different set of responses.
VIOLENCE is behavior that causes you to fear for your life. Violence impacts us physically, emotionally,
spiritually and mentally. Violence takes power and control over our lives and bodies away from us, at least for
a few moments. Violent behavior is a choice, and, except for self-defense, it is a crime. Note: Law enforcement
and the legal system can only respond to physical violence. Battering involves all forms of violence that
threaten women and their children in every aspect of their lives. That indicates the importance of the expertise
and role of advocates.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE takes many forms, i.e., single incidents, long-term behavioral patterns, verbal,
emotional etc. It happens between parents and children, against elders, between siblings, partners, husbands and
wives, and between other relatives. Physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, economic abuse and/or violence may
occur. Victims are relatives of the abuser; the betrayal of trust and breaking of that relationship intensifies the
pain and impact. Beca e he e m d me ic i lence i kind f a ca ch-all e m, i im
an
alk ab
the specific relationships, specific behaviors and the history and patterns of behaviors, to create an appropriate
response by appropriate responders, i.e., law enforcement, mental health workers, advocates etc.

BATTERING is a system or pattern of ongoing tactics aimed at maintaining power and control over an
intimate partner 95% of the time the victim is a woman and the offender is male. The tactics of battering
include all forms of abuse and violence: physical, sexual, emotional/ mental, economic, abuse/using children,
ritual and cultural abuse, threats, intimidation, coercion. The element of fea f
ne life i e eal and
constant. Battering is more than a mental health issue. Battering is a series of violent crimes that is the leading
cause of death and injury to one of four women (one of three Native women) in America.
The expertise and leadership of advocates is a necessity, because of the inability of law enforcement, the legal
system or social services to respond to all the continual tactics batterers use, and the complex societal and
cultural nature of battering. Unlike police officers, prosecutors and others, advocates are focused on the safety
and integrity of women 100% of the time. Unlike allies in other fields, advocates have the privilege and
responsibility of being the biased supporter of women who have been battered/raped. Law enforcement is
expected to be objective; prosecutors are expected to get convictions. Their roles, goals and interactions with
ic im i limi ed and f amed b la . The le and ela i n hi
f ad ca e i h men h have been
battered /raped can be much more involved. Advocates operate whenever, where ever women are. The extent
f ad ca e ela i n hi
i h men i de e mined b he man h ha been ba e ed/ a ed.
A key difference between advocates and other professionals, is that advocates are agents of social change.
Social change means confronting the root cause of violence against women including connections to all forms
of oppression. Social change requires advocates to inspire critical thinking, provide accurate information and act
on personal, political, institutional and societal levels. The role of advocates is challenging to say the least.
However, how we, as advocates, name our relationships and describe our work to end violence against women
are all acts of social change that begin with the language we use.

Definitions adapted from Sacred Circle, National Resource Center to End Violence Against Native Women materials, 2002
Written by Brenda Hill

What Is It? Conflict, Abuse, Domestic Violence, Violence, Battering or Intimate Partner Violence?
Words are powerful. Words describe our understanding of our experiences, relationships and sometimes our
work. Understanding these differences is very important for people who have experienced battering and other
forms of violence. How we define our experiences as survivors determines how we respond and heal. This is
important because part of victimization is being brainwashed to believe that we are responsible for the
violence done to us, and sometimes see our efforts to defend ourselves as unjustified and/or the same as the
violence of our offender or batterer.
Terms like domestic violence abuse and battering are frequentl used interchangeabl by advocates,
law enforcement, child protection workers and survivors. All of them have something to do with power and
control, but the meaning of these words varies greatly. Not being clear can lead to miscommunication and
frustration; can create inappropriate and dangerous responses, and cause self-blame and re-victimization.
Every person has the right to define their experiences they way they choose. The following definitions are
offered as food for thought These definitions are from the advocates perspective. Law enforcement, the
legal s stem human services ill have different definitions The goal is not to choose the right definition
The goal is to understand our experiences, be clear with each other and understand the impact the different
definitions has on the lives of women who are battered and their children.
CONFLICT can be scary for those raised in families where there was a lot of violence and abuse conflict may
become the same as violence to them. In fact, conflict happens when two people disagree, or when our
thoughts and behaviors are different. Conflict can be good and it can be bad. It is good when conflict
motivates us to think, grow or do things another way. In healthy relationships, there is no fear when conflicts
happen. Support groups, accurate information and possibly counseling can help, and offer guidance to better
deal ith conflict Note if a person is out to in rather than resolve differences so ever one s needs are
met through talk and compromise, the conflict can move to abuse or violence.
ABUSE is a difficult term to define because it is used in so many different ways. Sometimes rather than
abuse the behaviors are disrespectful and/or inappropriate. Making those distinctions leads to different
responses. Disrespectful and inappropriate behaviors take less energy to respond to you have the choice to
set boundaries or not respond at all. The individual gets to define what they are experiencing. Generally,
abuse occurs hen one person s behavior or ords are intentionally aimed at hurting another. Abuse is
painful and can be scary, but does not necessarily stop someone from doing what s/he wants to do. A
combination of abusive behaviors can turn the abuse to violence if those behaviors stop someone from having
control over their body or life. Conversations with friends, relatives or advocates, support groups or
counseling can be helpful in figuring it out and identifying what your alternatives are.
Child abuse is an e ception because it can involve violence and forms of battering. Children are vulnerable,
so the involvement of child protection services and/or law enforcement is often necessary. Depending upon
the situation, intervention by relatives and friends can be extremely helpful.
Note: Abuse is
he ame a
ha i g
a
d i g ha
me e a
d
maki g
decisions about things you are responsible for without others' approval. It is a tactic of battering and abuse to
convince someone their attempts to make their own choice a he ha mee
he dema d i ab e
Maki g
ch ice a d a i g N a e ba ic igh

VIOLENCE is behavior that causes fear for your life. It impacts us physically, emotionally, spiritually and
mentally. Violence takes power and control over our lives and bodies away from us, at least for a few
moments. Violent behavior is a choice. Except for self-defense, it is a crime. Note: Law enforcement and the
legal system can only respond to physical violence or threats of physical violence. Battering involves all forms
of violence that threaten women and their children in every aspect of their lives. This explains why the role of
advocates is so important and why their expertise is critical.
Experiencing violence can have severe, long-term effects. Effects may include: hyper-alertness, nightmares,
anxiety/panic attacks, shutting down/disassociating, sleep & memory problems, and fla hback The e a e
normal reactions to the horror of violence. Healing is possible overtime, if a person is safe, has accurate
information and appropriate support. Sometimes the effects of brain injury are mistaken for emotional or
mental problems. In these cases, informed medical care is necessary. Please keep in mind that many survivors
persevere, do great work and reclaim their lives. Their strengths and expertise matter.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE takes many forms, i.e., single incidents, long-term behavioral patterns, physical, verbal,
emotional etc. It happens between parents and children, against elders, between siblings, partners, husbands
and wives, and between other relatives. Physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, economic abuse and/or
violence may occur. Victims are relatives of the abuser; the betrayal of trust and breaking of that relationship
intensifies the pain and impact The term domestic violence lends itself to confusion Child protection
workers will often define domestic violence as involving child abuse and neglect, elder abuse, abuse between
siblings or other relatives, and battering or intimate partner violence That s logical given their role orking
with all family members including the father/husband and their goal of reuniting families. Advocates usually
mean battering as a gender-based, ongoing system of tactics aimed at power and control over an intimate
partner.
Because the term domestic violence is kind of a catch-all term it s important to talk about the specific
relationships, specific behaviors and the history and patterns of behaviors, to create an appropriate response
by appropriate responders, i.e., law enforcement, mental health workers, advocates etc.
People often talk about violent homes and violent relationships Problem is homes aren t violent and
neither are relationships. People are violent. When it comes to battering, one person in particular is violent
the batterer The batterer s change begins ith his o n accountabilit for his choices and behaviors. Naming
the home or relationship as the focus of the violence equalizes the violence, implying everyone has an equal
role in the violence and denies accountability. Denying accountability ends the possibility for change.
BATTERING is a system or pattern of ongoing tactics aimed at maintaining power and control over an
intimate partner 99% of the time the victim is a woman and the offender is male (US Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2008; The National Crime Victim Survey1998, says 85%). The tactics of battering
include all forms of abuse and violence: physical, sexual, emotional/ mental, economic, abuse/using children,
ritual and cultural abuse, threats, intimidation, coercion. The element of fea fo one life i e eal and
constant. Battering is more than a mental health issue. Battering is a series of violent crimes that is the leading
cause of death and injur to one of four omen in America one of three Native omen Nat l Crime Surve
This is not natural and can be stopped.
Battering happens to lesbians, gays, bi-sexual and transgendered people. There are also men who are
battered by women they comprise approximately 3- 13.9% of those battered (National Intimate Partner and
Sexual Violence Survey 2010). Sometimes distinctions are not made between battering, self-defense,
retaliation or isolated incidents of violence and abusive behavior. Not making these distinctions can make it
look like women batter at the same rates as men. It results in inappropriate responses and re-victimization,

i.e., women blame themselves for the violence, or are arrested for domestic violence when they were
defending themselves, because no one looked at the whole picture and history. As a consequence, many
women will not come forward for fear of arrest or losing their children. Many batterers will get to continue
their violence
INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE (IPV), according to the Center for Disease Control, is physical violence, sexual
violence, stalking and psychological aggression (including coercive acts) by a current or former intimate
partner. An intimate partner is a person with whom one has a close personal relationship that can be
characterized by the following: emotional connectedness, regular contact, ongoing physical contact and/or
se ual behavior identit as a couple and familiarit and kno ledge about each other s lives IPV is often used
interchangeably with battering, or replaces the word battering.

A Word About Advocates:
The expertise and leadership of advocates is a necessity, because of the inability of law enforcement, the legal
s stem or social services to respond to all the continual tactics batterers use and the comple societal and
cultural nature of battering. Unlike other professionals, advocates are focused on the safety and integrity of
women 100% of the time. Unlike allies in other fields, advocates are not neutral. Advocates have the privilege
and responsibility of being the biased supporter of women who have been battered/raped. Law enforcement
is expected to be objective; prosecutors are expected to get convictions. Their roles, goals and interactions
ith victims are limited and framed b la
The role and relationships of advocates can be much more
involved. Advocates operate henever herever omen are The e tent of advocates relationships ith
women is determined by the woman who has been battered/ raped.
A key difference between advocates and other professionals stems from advocates serving as agents of social
change. Social change means confronting the root cause of violence against women including connections to
all forms of oppression. Social change requires critical thinking, accurate information and action on personal,
political, institutional & societal levels. The role of advocates is challenging. Social change begins with the
language we use.

